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About the author & the submission 

This submission to the Plan Melbourne Refresh has been written by Alex Smith, a first year urban 

and regional planning student at RMIT University. This submission was originally written for an 

assignment for the strategic urban planning subject as a critique for Plan Melbourne 2014. As a 

submission for the Plan Melbourne Refresh the assignment has been expanded with additional 

critique in the ‘Rail to growth areas’ and ‘The role of buses’ sections and a new section about level 

crossing removals has been added. References have also been made to the Plan Melbourne Refresh 

discussion paper. This submission serves as a transport critique for chapter 3 ‘A more connected 

Melbourne’ for Plan Melbourne 2014 and lists a series of recommendations for Plan Melbourne 

2016.  

Introduction 

The Victorian State Government has committed to a refresh of Plan Melbourne. Originally released 

in May 2014, Plan Melbourne serves as the strategic planning document for Melbourne and regional 

Victoria and is designed to accommodate population growth up until 2050. In committing to a 

refresh the government will retain many aspects of the plan but will commit to new transport 

priorities, address affordable housing & climate change, and updated governance. This report will 

critique some of the existing transport priorities in the plan and explain other priorities that the plan 

doesn’t adequately address. This report will then list recommendations for an updated Plan 

Melbourne in the context of social divisions and a potentially limited government budget.   

Key issues 

According to Plan Melbourne (2014), the city is expected to have a population size of 7.7 million by 

2051. This will require an additional 1,570,000 dwellings throughout the city, with 610,000 expected 

in growth areas. In order to sustain this growth Melbourne will need to upgrade its transport 

network to ensure that the city continues to thrive economically and socially by ensuring that people 

are adequately connected to their jobs. One of the main issues Melbourne faces is a social divide 

between the inner and outer suburbs (Kelly & Donegan 2015). Australia’s knowledge economy 

favours economic clustering in a centralised area with good transport links so employers can have 

access to a wide talent pool of potential employees. Therefore few knowledge jobs are dispersed in 

the suburbs and people have to travel further to access jobs. This enshrines car dependency as 

public transport is often not a suitable alternative due to a lack of access, poor timetabling with low 

frequency, long indirect routes and poor coordination between modes. With population growth 

existing public transport services are more likely to become overcrowded with railway lines in 

growth corridors (Werribee, Sunbury, Upfield, South Morang & Craigieburn) expected to increase 

peak hour patronage by more than 50% by 2025 (Public Transport Victoria ‘PTV’ 2015a). Despite this 

many lines are nearing or at capacity. Plan Melbourne acknowledges the need to upgrade the city’s 

transport network by indicating the need to accommodate an additional 10.7 million daily trips by 

2050 (Plan Melbourne 2014). However the plan will need to update its transport priorities if the 

network is to service growth areas and increase capacity to accommodate patronage growth.  

 



Overview of the directions  

Plan Melbourne contains a total of four directions for addressing Melbourne’s transport network, 

which relate to the provision of roads and public transport. These are as follows: 

 Direction 3.1 Transform the transport system to support a more productive central city. 

This contains initiatives to improve inner-city transport and includes major infrastructure 

projects including the East West Link and the Melbourne Rail Link (including the airport rail 

link). It also contains tram, bus and cycling improvements. 

 

 Direction 3.2 Improve access to job-rich areas across Melbourne and strengthen transport 

networks in existing suburbs. This focuses on projects to improve transport networks in 

existing suburbs including harmonisation of public transport timetables and the removal of 

level crossings. 

 

 Direction 3.3 Improve transport infrastructure, services and affordability in Melbourne’s 

newer suburbs. This focuses on projects in growth areas including road, bus and rail 

improvements. 

 Direction 3.4 Improve local travel options to increase social and economic participation. 

This focuses on general cycling and pedestrian improvements.  

 

(Plan Melbourne 2014 pg. 83) 

Road and Rail: The wrong priorities? 

 There is concern that direction 3.1 was heavily reliant on the East-West Link road project. Stage one 

of the road project would have constructed two underground tunnels between the Eastern Freeway 

and Citylink in Melbourne’s inner-north. When Plan Melbourne was released it was the only major 

infrastructure project committed to by the Napthine government. The original business case proved 

that the project would have increased traffic volumes on the Eastern Freeway and other local roads. 

(Department of transport, planning and local infrastructure 2013a) Despite having an estimated cost 

of $6.8 billion the cost benefit analysis of the project was estimated to be only 0.5 (excluding wider 

economic benefits). In my view it does not make economic sense pursuing this project as it is not 

economically sound and won’t reduce road congestion. Road projects tend to use their newly added 

capacity fairly quickly due to induced demand (Kelly & Donegan 2015). An updated Plan Melbourne 

should reflect the cancelling of this project and not consider any major new road projects. 

Plan Melbourne mentions a number of rail projects with the aim of transitioning Melbourne’s rail 

network into a metro style system. This includes the construction of the Melbourne Rail Link and rail 

lines to Melbourne Airport and Doncaster. Considering state and federal funding constraints and 

Melbourne’s growth, it is in my opinion that rail lines to the airport and Doncaster are not 

immediate priorities. 

It is estimated that a rail link to Melbourne Airport will cost up $3 billion to construct on the Albion 

alignment (Davis 2014). Travel time to the airport will be an estimated 30 minutes with a frequency 

of every 10 minutes during the day (PTV 2013b). The problem with the rail line is that it will compete 



directly with the Skybus service which runs every 10 minutes for most hours of the day and has a 

journey time of 20 minutes (Davis 2014). Skybus attracts 14% of modal share to Melbourne Airport 

which is higher than rail links to Brisbane & Sydney Airports (5% & 11% receptively)(Tourism and 

Transport Forum n.d). Although Skybus can get stuck in peak hour traffic, it does have the 

opportunity to improve on-road priority including the installation of bus lanes (Davis 2014). Another 

concern is that off-peak the airport line will take away paths available for Sunbury line services, 

reducing the lines off-peak frequency from a planned every 10 minutes to 20 minutes (PTV 2012). I 

do not see the justification of reducing services on one of Melbourne’s busiest lines in favour of a 

lesser used airport line. Until a time where Skybus reaches capacity, I do not see the need for an 

airport railway line. 

A similar argument can be made for a proposed line to Doncaster which is estimated to cost up to $5 

billion. I do not believe that a rail link to Doncaster is a priority for the following reasons: 

 Firstly Manningham LGA is not a growth corridor. From 2004 to 2014 the LGA increased its 

population from 113,308 to 118,521 (5213 increase) while during the same period while Whittlesea 

LGA in the northern growth corridor increased its population from 123736 to 187006 (63,270 

increase) (Australian Bureau of Statistics ‘ABS’ 2015).  

Secondly Doncaster already has a well established bus network which has seen a number of 

upgrades in recent years. A study into the railway line found that 98% of patronage would come 

from existing public transport services (including bus and neighbouring railway lines) and only 2% 

from private vehicles (PTV 2014). The Victorian Transport Action Group (2015) believes that a rail 

line to Doncaster is not necessary with medium term demand able to be accommodated with 

further improvements to Doncaster’s bus network.  

Rail in growth and existing areas 

While rail lines to the airport and Doncaster may be worthy long term initiatives, they should not 

come at the expense of public transport provision to the existing and outer suburbs. Direction 3.3 

initiative 3.3.2 mentions the need to improve outer-suburban rail and bus networks, but only 

mentions the need to plan and preserve land for future railway lines, nothing about building them. It 

also fails to identify any growth corridor that could benefit from rail extensions or existing stations. 

The western growth corridor towards Melton and the northern growth corridor towards Wallan will 

be in need for train improvements in the coming years. Melton LGA grew its population from 69,145 

in 2004 to 127,677 in 2014 (58,532 increase)(ABS 2015). A new suburb at Rockbank was recently 

approved in the municipality which will house an additional 22,000 residents (Metropolitan Planning 

Authority 2015). Although Melton & Rockbank is situated on the Ballarat regional line, it is 

constrained by a single track which limits the number of train services that can run (PTV 2012).  

The northern growth corridor will house an additional 250,000 residents when fully completed, 

including 29,000 at Lockerbie and 12,500 at Lockerbie North (Growth Areas Authority 2012a, b). 

Both precinct structure plans are reliant on the construction of new stations on the existing Seymour 

regional line to serve these suburbs. PTV (2012) estimates that an upgrade to the line will be needed 

within 15 years, including the reinstallation of the rail link between Upfield and Roxburgh park to 

enable V/Line trains to run on the Upfield line instead of the Craigieburn line. Plan Melbourne 



doesn’t identify the improvements that are needed to the Ballarat and Seymour lines that are 

needed to accommodate additional patronage growth in growth areas.  

It has been mentioned that the updated Plan Melbourne will continue with the preservation of 

transport corridors and inform medium to long term transport options. However an updated Plan 

Melbourne shouldn’t just consider planning railway reserves in growth areas, it should also consider 

opportunities along existing railway corridors. In 2005 Jan Scheurer, Jeff Kenworthy & Peter 

Newman estimated that Melbourne’s segregated railway network had an average speed of 40km/h 

which is significantly slower than other railway networks in Australia (Sydney, Brisbane and Perth 

averaged 47, 48 & 50km/h receptively) and slower than road traffic which averages 43km/h. It 

shows that the speed of Melbourne’s transport network is not competitive to driving at most times 

of the day. A non-competitive transport network can contribute to long commute times for families 

which reinforces the growing social divide in our cities (Kelly & Donegan 2015). 

In an attempt to make the rail network faster and more competitive to driving, an updated Plan 

Melbourne should preserve land along existing rail corridors to allow for the provision for express 

tracks, particularly on our longest and busiest railway lines including the Dandenong corridor. 

Express tracks will help improve journey times to and from Melbourne’s growth areas, particularly in 

the south east. A number of sections of Sydney’s rail network are triplicated or quadruplicated which 

allow express trains to overtake slower stopping trains. Penrith in Sydney’s outer west is roughly 

49km away from the CBD with a journey time of 57 minutes to Central station during peak hour 

(Sydney Trains 2015). Cardinia Road station in Melbourne’s south east is roughly 50km away from 

the CBD, yet the journey is longer at 73 minutes1. The equivalent commute in Sydney is 16 minutes 

quicker due to express running with quadruplicated railway lines between St Marys & the CBD which 

allows the service to stop only at 8 other stations between Penrith & Central. In contrast Melbourne 

doesn’t have many express tracks. This means that the train from Cardinia Road has to stop at 18 

other stations to get to Flinders Street.  The Victorian Transport Action Group estimated that journey 

times along the Dandenong corridor could improve up to 15 minutes if the line was quadruplicated 

between Dandenong & Caulfield (Carey 2015). An updated Plan Melbourne needs to consider the 

need to reserve land along rail corridors to allow for express railway lines in the near future.  

The role of buses 

Another concern over Plan Melbourne is that it does not adequately consider the role of buses, 

especially in growth areas. The only specific bus upgrade Plan Melbourne mentions (under direction 

3.1 initiative 3.1.3) is to upgrade route 401 by improving frequency and capacity. This is a good 

initiative as the route was the fourth-busiest in Melbourne in 2011-12 with 10,084 daily passengers 

(PTV 2013a). However initiatives 3.1.4 and 3.3.2 only consider the planning for expanded bus 

services in existing and growth suburbs. These initiatives lack detail as it doesn’t mention specifically 

which areas can benefit from improvements, and what sort of improvements are needed including 

expanded route coverage and frequency. Initiative 3.3.2 also mentions planning for expanded park 

                                                           
1
 Includes changing at Richmond station for a direct Flinders Street service. Both journeys depart at 7:18-19am. 

Penrith – Central commute obtained directly from Sydney Trains timetable. Cardinia Road – Flinders Street 
commute obtained from PTV Journey Planner at 
https://ptv.vic.gov.au/journey#jpsearch[action]=showPlanner. Distances between stations obtained from 
Google Maps 2015.  



and ride facilities in outer-suburban areas. This will not only help entrench car dependency but it 

indicates that Plan Melbourne doesn’t grasp the role that buses can play in Melbourne’s transport 

network. 

Mees (2010) argues that coordinated bus & train timetables can allow buses to act as effective 

feeder services for trains and cites the example of Toronto where 76% of rail passengers accessed 

the station by bus compared to 10% in Melbourne. He also advocates for a coordinated network of 

buses and other modes with short transfers to create a transport network that allows for dispersed 

trips across urban areas. It is estimated that 65% of jobs in Melbourne are in the middle and outer 

suburbs (Department of transport, planning and local infrastructure 2013b). However many bus 

routes do not adequately connect people with local employment clusters (Bus Association Victoria 

2010). It therefore indicates the need for more cross-town bus routes to connect residential areas to 

employment clusters.  

With the above in mind, I applaud the move for the Plan Melbourne Refresh to consider 

incorporating a Principle Public Transport Network (Victorian Government 2015). I similarly support 

the suggestion from the Ministerial Advisory Committee to incorporate a 2030 Smartbus Network 

into Plan Melbourne to support growth in the middle suburbs (Ministerial Advisory Committee 

2015). This will support government and planners in making land use and development decisions 

surrounding potential transit corridors. With further development it will also give government and 

planners an indication of where to plan and implement high frequency bus corridors. I also support 

the recommendation from the Ministerial Advisory Committee to improve bus services to 

employment clusters at Monash, Melbourne Airport, Footscray, Sunshine and LaTrobe University. 

However the recommendation also needs to consider improving access to industrial employment 

clusters such as Dandenong and Campbellfield.  

The development and implementation of a Principle Public Transport Network also needs to 

consider improving bus services to outer suburban areas, especially in growth corridors. I support 

the recommendation from the Ministerial Advisory Committee to expand bus services into outer 

suburban areas, especially the introduction of high frequency ‘connector’ services to key corridors 

within ten years.   

In the short term a potential way of introducing a Principle Public Transport Network and improve 

public transport access to the middle and outer suburbs, would be to introduce new and upgraded 

routes with 20 minute frequencies. Although this is not a ‘turn up and go’ standard, the service will 

still be frequent enough to be useable by commuters which will grow patronage, and allow planners 

to potentially identify where demand for public transport is strong. A case study of this in action is in 

Point Cook where a new bus network was introduced in April 2013 to coincide with the opening of 

the new Williams Landing station. Five new routes were introduced with 20 minute peak hour 

frequencies and expanded coverage which replaced two routes with 40 minute frequencies.  As a 

consequence of these improvements, weekday patronage on Point Cook’s bus network increased 

78.9% with a total of 3,368 passengers (Victorian Auditor-General 2014).  Over one-third of train 

passengers utilising the station accessed it by bus which is significantly higher than the Melbourne 

average of only 8.5% of passengers. Crowding on the new network has allowed PTV to monitor and 

plan for service expansion with morning peak hour services on route 495 improved to 11 minute 

frequencies earlier this year in June. The case study proves that bus services with good coverage and 



decent frequencies can prove to be effective feeder services for train stations. PTV has recently 

replicated that successful bus network structure in areas of Brimbank and Wyndham and will soon 

do so in areas of Mernda and Epping North. The next step would be to ensure that these routes also 

receive a 20 minute off-peak frequency which will allow for more flexible travel options outside of 

peak hour to a variety of destinations including areas of employment and retail.  

The opportunities with level crossings 

The updated Plan Melbourne will include a signature project to remove 50 level crossings on the 

metropolitan rail network. Removing level crossings can be beneficial to both road and public 

transport users. It will improve safety for road users and pedestrians while reducing road 

congestion. This also benefits public transport users who are reliant on feeder services to access the 

train station. If a train station is rebuilt then train users also benefit with improved amenity and 

facilities. Importantly for planning, level crossing removals can act as a catalyst for urban renewal 

with the Office of Victorian Government Architect (n.d) noting that good urban design can unlock 

economic and social opportunities in a particular area.   

The existing Plan Melbourne does well to consider the role of level crossing removals as part of the 

planning process. Direction 3.2 initiative 3.2.3 notes that level crossing developments can allow for 

investment and contribute to urban development and urban growth. Initiative 3.2.2 notes that 

major transport interchanges need to be improved to allow for better public transport connections 

and improved user amenity. This initiative also notes that level crossing removals are an important 

way of creating improved public transport interchanges. These two initiatives should be retained in 

the updated Plan Melbourne but could be improved by possibly incorporating urban design 

principles to allow for the best economic and social outcome for the local community.  

The updated Plan Melbourne should include guidelines that can help planners and government 

identify appropriate sites for level crossing removals. There’s a concern that a number of level 

crossings that have been listed to be removed by the Victorian Government have been prioritised 

incorrectly. For instance Eel Race Road in Carrum has been prioritised for removal despite having 

only 506 vehicles use it during the morning peak (Vicroads 2014). Meanwhile Old Geelong Road in 

Hoppers Crossing has 2,351 vehicles utilise it during peak hour.  This crossing is situated next to 

Hoppers Crossing station which in 2013-14 had over 5000 passengers per weekday (PTV 2015b) and 

is currently served by seven bus routes. The new East Werribee Employment Precinct is situated 

directly south of the station which when completed will house 58,000 jobs and contain 7,000 

residential dwellings with an estimated population of 15,500 (Metropolitan Planning Authority 

2014). The new precinct also envisions high quality public transport and an adherence to the 20 

minute neighbourhood concept. The vision includes integration to Hoppers Crossing station, which 

in my opinion may not be fully fulfilled if the level crossing at Old Geelong Road is allowed to exist. 

An updated Plan Melbourne should guide planners and the government to consider nearby precinct 

structure plans when selecting level crossings for grade separation.  

 

 

 



Recommendations 

Based on the above critique I make the following recommendations for an updated Plan Melbourne: 

 That Plan Melbourne acknowledges the role of congestion in creating a social divide 

between the inner and outer suburbs.  

 That the plan be updated to reflect the cancellation of the East-West Link tollway project. 

 Reprioritise the need for rail lines to Melbourne Airport and Doncaster in the short to 

medium term in favour of transport improvements in growth corridors. 

 Identify, plan and implement new rail lines and upgrade existing rail lines in growth 

corridors, including the reservation of land in growth areas and along existing railway lines 

to allow for the provision of express railway lines.  

 Identify areas in the middle and outer suburbs that can benefit from bus network reform 

including additional cross-town and rail feeder routes that are direct and frequent.  

 Plan and implement bus network reform as per the above recommendation with a focus on 

20 minute services as a starting point.  

 Consider nearby precinct structure plans and urban renewal opportunities when prioritising 

level crossing removals.  
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